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Two-photon excitation of I2 in room temperature liquid solutions and in cryogenic rare gas matrices,
in the 500–600 nm range, leads to fluorescence in the near infrared. The emission spectra are
assigned to the I* I* (2P1/21

2P1/2)→I* I( 2P1/21
2P3/2) transitions, namely, to contact pairs of spin

excited atoms which are strictly bound by the solvent cage. The spectra are analyzed to characterize
cage potentials and contact distances. In rare gas solids, the caged pair relaxes radiatively,t rad

53.9, 3.1, and 2.8ms, in Ar, Kr, and Xe. In room temperature liquids, emission from both geminate
and nongeminate pairs occurs, resulting in bimodal kinetics. The fluorescence yield strongly
depends on the nature of the solvent. Through a set of measurements in hydrogenated and deuterated
solvents, the quenching mechanism is ascribed to dipolar energy transfer to solvent molecules: the
quenching efficiency is determined by the spectral overlap between vibrational overtones of the
solvent and the solute emission. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!00444-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Pump–probe induced fluorescence relying on the m
lecular ion-pair states, to probe dynamics evolving on co
lent electronic surfaces, has proven a rather useful tool
time resolved studies of molecular iodine. The approach
first implemented in gas phase studies,1,2 and later applied in
rare gas matrices of Ar3 and Kr.4 Despite the fact that time
resolved studies of I2 have the longest tradition in the liqui
phase,5,6 the same method could not be implemented the
since emission from the solvated ion-pair states is very
fectively quenched in such media. Given the sensitivity
methods relying on laser induced fluorescence~LIF!, and the
fact that ultrafast LIF yields itself to direct interpretations
a probe of time dependent populations, fluorescence han
on this prototypical system would be valuable. The dou
spin excited states of iodine, I* (2P1/2)1I* (2P1/2), provide
such a handle.

The interaction of two spin excited iodine atom
I* (2P1/2)1I* (2P1/2) leads to three strictly repulsive molecu
lar potentials, 0g

1 , 0u
2 , and 1u .7 While bonding cannot be

sustained on these surfaces in the gas phase, in conde
media, the pair of spin excited atoms can be stabilized
large internuclear distances per force of the solvent cage
such a configuration, given the absence of any near ly
molecular states, radiation in competition with energy tra
fer to solvent internal degrees of freedom serve as me
nisms of relaxation. In contrast with the atomic I*→I transi-
tion, which proceeds via electric quadrupole with
estimated lifetime of;125 ms in the gas phase,8 and 1–5 ms
in rare gas matrices,9–11 in the case of atom pairs in contac
dipole allowed transitions connect the I* I* states to the I* I
manifold. Accordingly, independent of the exact chan
producing two I* atoms, they will become observable upo
transient encounters in the liquid phase. The situation
somewhat simpler in the solid state, where the rigid latt
traps I* I* pair in a state bound by the repulsive wall of th
cage. We present spectra of these transitions in rare gas
J. Chem. Phys. 107 (20), 22 November 1997 0021-9606/97/107(20
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ids and in a variety of room temperature liquids. The spec
are analized to extract information about energetics
structure. The spectral analysis in the case of solids prov
a direct description of the case potentials and a critical tes
many-body interactions. Time profiles and fluorescen
yields are analized to extract information about product
and decay channels of the excited states. It is established
dipolar energy transfer to vibrational overtones of the solv
serves as the main nonradiative decay mechanism of I* I* in
the liquid phase. We follow this paper with ultrafast tim
resolved studies that use these transitions to probe conde
phase dynamics.

II. EXPERIMENT

The liquid phase fluorescence spectra of iodine were
tained by two-photon excitation in the 500–600 nm ran
using an excimer-pumped dye laser~Lambda Physik EMG
101/F1 2001!. In some experiments, direct output of th
XeCl excimer laser~308 nm! was used for fluorescence ex
citation. The laser outputs;10 mJ pulses, in 10 ns, at
repetition rate of 10–20 Hz. Emission is collected at rig
angle, with a single quartz lens, dispersed through a 0.2
monochromator, and detected with a liquid nitrogen coo
Ge detector~ADC Model 403H! which has a response tim
of 250 ns. The spectra were typically recorded at a resolu
of 10– 15 cm21. Signals are processed using a digital osc
loscope~Tektronics Model 2430! or a boxcar integrator, con
nected to a computer. Search for emissions in the vis
range~350–850 nm! was conducted using a 1 mmonochro-
mator and a photomultiplier.

The concentration of I2 in liquid solutions was monitored
by measuring absorbance of the sample at 515 nm. Fluo
cence efficiency in all studied solvents~CS2, C2F3Cl3,
CHCl3, CDCl3, CH2Cl2, CD2Cl2, acetone, acetone-d6 , ac-
etonitrile, acetonitrile-d6 , hexanes, and methyltetra
hydrofurane! was measured with respect to a referen
I2:CCl4 sample. Infrared absorption spectra of the neat s
8437)/8437/9/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Intensity of iodine ir emission in different solvents: experimental data and model of dipole–d
quenching by solvent.

Solvent

Relative
fluorescence

intensitya t rad, ms
Refractive
index n

Spectral overlap
* f S(n)AA(n)dn/n4,

cm4
Number

density, cm23

Fluorescence
efficiencyb

(11KETt rad)
21

Ar 3.960.3 1.27 0 2.6631022 1
Kr 3.160.2 1.34 0 2.2231022 1
Xe 2.860.2 1.43 0 1.7331022 1
CS2 50 1.8c 1.63 ,10221 9.9931021 1

CF2ClCFCl2 0.5 ,10221 5.0831021 1
CCl4 1.0 2.5c 1.46 ,10221 6.2231021 1

CHCl3 0.02 2.6c 1.448 1.3310218 7.4931021 0.014
CDCl3 0.4 5310220 0.27
CH2Cl2 0.007 2.7c 1.424 2.3310218 9.3931021 0.006
CD2Cl2 0.24 7310220 0.165
Acetone 0.025 3.1c 1.359 2.7310218 8.1731021 0.005

Acetone-d6 0.3 8.5310220 0.13
CH3CN ,0.003 3.1c 1.34 2.3310218 1.1031022 0.004
CD3CN 0.04 8310220 0.10
Hexanes 0.01 3.0c 1.375 ;2.5310218 4.6131021 ;0.005

Methyl-THF ,0.005 2.8c 1.41 ;2.5310218 6.0 31021 ;0.005

aWith respect to CCl4.
bCalculated from the spectral overlap assuming the dipole–dipole quenching mechanism, Eq.~10!.
cCalculated from the rare gas matrix data taking into account ratio of the refractive indices.
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vents were recorded in a 1 mmthick ir quartz cell, using a
commercial FT spectrometer~Bruker IFS 66!.

Cryogenic rare gas matrices were prepared by va
deposition of gas mixtures, with a typical I2:Rg mole ratio of
1:5000, onto an optical window held at 15 K by a close
cycle helium refrigerator. The emission was collected in
collinear geometry behind the irradiated sample. The nea
region of interest in the solid state is more congested. T
photon excitation with a femtosceond laser was usefu
sorting out some of these transitions.

III. RESULTS

A. Liquid phase

Infrared emission in the region 7000– 9000 cm21 is ob-
served upon laser excitation of room temperature soluti
of I2. The set of solvents studied is listed in Table I. T
emission spectra in all solvents are rather similar, consis
mainly of two structurless bands, as illustrated by the
amples in Fig. 1. A weak shoulder appears on the red sid
the spectra in some of the solvents~CCl4, CHCl3, CH2Cl2,
acetone, CH3CN!. The time profile of the fluorescence
shown in Fig. 2. It consists of a detector limited rise and f
~faster than 250 ns!, followed by a nonexponential tail which
accounts for;0.1– 0.03 of the total intensity. This ‘‘slow’’
component decays on the time scale of 1–2ms, and obeys
second order kinetics, with a linear dependence on I2 con-
centration, as shown in the inset to Fig. 2. Fluorescence
corded with gated detection yields identical spectra for b
‘‘fast’’ and ‘‘slow’’ components.

Irradiation of the solutions at 308 nm~direct output of
the excimer laser! was performed for CCl4 and CS2 and re-
sulted in the same ir fluorescence~identical spectra and ki
netics! as for the excitation in the visible. Search for em
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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sions in the visible range~350–850 nm! was performed
using the same excitation, in an attempt to observe ion-
fluorescence and double spin–flip transitions I* I*→II ~the
latter to be expected at roughly twice the frequency of
observed I* I*→I* I transition!. No detectable signal could b

FIG. 1. Infrared fluorescence spectra of I2 in room temperature solutions
~A! CCl4, ~B! CS2, ~C! acetone. Dashed line show spectral fits described
Sec. IV.
o. 20, 22 November 1997
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found, in spite of the higher sensitivity of PMT-based dete
tion in the visible.

The fluorescence yield varies by;4 orders of magni-
tude in the 13 solvents used, see Table I. The relative yi
were calibrated in reference to a solution of I2:CCl4. These
measurements were carried out by recording the fluoresc
intensity from solutions of the same optical density. The s
tem was calibrated with the standard~reference CCl4 sample!
after each measurement to avoid errors due to variation
laser intensity and collection efficiency. The comparis
makes the implicit assumption that the power dependenc
this two-photon induced emission is the same in differ
solvents. Inspection of Table I indicates that:~a! the ir emis-
sion is very weak in hydrogen-containing solvents;~b! for a
given solvent, the emission is a factor of 10–30 stron
when deuterated;~c! emission intensities in deuterated so
vents are comparable to halogenated solvents~carbon tetra-
chloride and freon!; ~d! the fluorescence is exceptional
strong in CS2.

Absorption spectra of the neat solvents, hydrogena
and deuterated counterparts, are shown in Fig. 3 for the s
spectral range as the iodine fluorescence. The obse
bands in the H-containing solvents can be assigned
2n~C–H stretch!1d~bend!. CS2,CCl4, and freon do not have
any detectable absorption in the region 5000– 10000 cm21.
The data suggests a strong correlation between fluoresc
yield and spectral overlap between solute emission and
vent absorption.

B. Matrix isolated I 2

Near ir fluorescence was investigated in matrix-isola
samples of I2 in Ar, Kr, and Xe at 15–30 K. Spectra recorde
with a boxcar gated from 2 to 3.5ms, are shown in Fig. 4
The long wavelength progressions, obvious in Ar and
matrices, are the well knownA→X andA8→X overlapping
spectra, with the fluorescence lifetime of 70–110ms and
;10 ms, respectively.9,10,12,13 In Ar, the relatively narrow
emission (FWHM;70 cm21) at 7490 cm21, and the broad
(FWHM 500 cm21) feature at 8970 cm21, appear together

FIG. 2. Fluorescence decay kinetics in liquid solution (CCl4) and matrix
~Kr!. Inset: the ‘‘slow’’ component of the signal in CCl4 solution at two
different concentrations showing the second-order kinetics.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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Both decay as single exponentials with a common lifetime
3.960.3ms. Similar features are observed in Kr matri
where the sharp and broad peaks are at 7530 and 8750 c21,
respectively, and the intensity ratio changes in favor of

FIG. 3. Examples of infrared absorption spectra of the liquid solvents in
region of the I* I* emission:~A! CHCl3 and (A8) CDCl3; ~B! CH2Cl2 and
(B8) CD2Cl2; ~C! acetone and (C8) acetone-d6 .

FIG. 4. Infrared fluorescence spectra of I2 in rare gas matrices:~A! Ar, ~B!
Kr, ~C! Xe. Dashed lines show spectral simulations described in the Dis
sion section. Relative intensities of the simulated peaks are adjusted
experimental spectra.
o. 20, 22 November 1997
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8440 Benderskii, Zadoyan, and Apkarian: Caged atom pairs in liquids
broad feature. The fluorescence lifetime in Kr is 3
60.1ms, and the time profile is shown in Fig. 2. In X
matrix, the two features are observed at 7510 a
8260 cm21. The intensity ratio of the two components shif
further, and the narrow peak is much weaker than the bro
In the studied spectral range of 500 to 600 nm excitati
both emissions show a two photon dependence on pump
tensity. Sequential excitation using two femtosecond la
pulses showed that the fluorescence signals in the narrow
broad peaks have the same dependences on pump–prob
lay, indicating that the two excited states are populated
the same excitation resonances.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Spectroscopy

The observed ir emission spectra originate near
spin–orbit transition of atomic iodine, which occurs at 13
nm in the gas phase.8 Their assignment can be narrowed
two candidates, the single spin–flip transitions near
asymptotic region of the molecular species: I* I*→I* I or
I* I→I2. Indeed, other molecular states capable of produc
ir fluorescence can be eliminated:A/A8→X emission is ob-
served in the matrices and has a much lon
lifetime;9,10,12,13 ion-pair states have radiative lifetimes o
the order of 1028 s in the gas phase14,15and may decay even
faster due to non-radiative relaxation in the condensed ph
None of the observed bands can be assigned to emissio
isolated atoms I*→I, which has been extensively analize
previously in rare gas matrices,9 and has a much longer fluo
rescence lifetime—from 0.25 to 1 ms, depending on te
perature, in Kr and Xe matrices,11 and of the order of 5 ms in
Ar.9 The states in the I* –I manifold can be eliminated, sinc
the caged I* I molecule is not expected to have a significa
lifetime because it is known to recombine as I2(B) on sub-
picosecond time scales. Rather uniquely, the upper stat
the observed emission must be assigned to the ca
I* (2P1/2) – I* (2P1/2), and the terminal state to
I* (2P1/2) – I(2P3/2), as illustrated in Fig. 5. The equilibrium
distance in the upper state is determined by the size of
cage, and therefore is expected to be similar to the ave
distance between solvent molecules~4–6 Å!. Electronic
states of the I* I* manifold are crossed by other I2 states
~which correlate with I* I and II asymptotes! at internuclear
separations shorter than 3 Å.7 The emitting state is therefor
essentially isolated from the lower molecular states, and
relax only via radiation or energy transfer to solvent.

At the large internuclear separations implied, the opti
transitions must follow strict Hund’s case~c! rules, and the
propensity forDV50 transitions must hold. A transition
from each of the three upper states, 0g

1 , 0u
2 , 1u , is dipole

allowed to states arising from the I*1I limit, of which there
are ten. The specific transitions are: emission to
boundB state via I* I* (0g

1)→I* I(B(0u
1)), and emissions to

the repulsive surfaces via I* I* (0u
2)→I* I(0g

2) and
I* I* (1u)→I* I(1g). Since in a given solution identical tim
profiles are observed for all bands, the upper states mus
in fast thermal equilibrium. In the case of the cryogenic s
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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ids, this would imply that the emitting states are nearly d
generate. It then follows that the blue shaded, high ene
band in each spectrum must be the transition terminating
the attractive branch of theB state potential~which has nega-
tive curvature!; and that the lower energy red shaded co
ponents in the liquid solutions must terminate on the rep
sive 0g

2 or 1u potentials. This component is rather sharp
the case of the cryogenic solids, implying nearly para
upper and lower potentials. The observed emission peaks
their assignments are collected in Table II, where we h
assumed that the ordering of 1u above 0g

2 is retained in the
condensed phase. Note, where observed, the 1u→1g transi-
tion is a minor component in the liquids, and complete
absent in the case of the solid state spectra.

Spectral simulations help to verify the consistency of t
above assignments, and allow the characterization of the
tentials for the cage-bound atom pairs. The bandshapes
simulated using the classical reflection approximation

I ~n!5P~r ;T!
d@n2DV~r !/h#

dDV/dr
~1!

in which P(r ;T) is the thermal probability distribution alon
I–I coordinate in the excited state, andDV(r ) is the differ-
ence potential.

In liquid solutions, only slight perturbation of the lowe
state potentials may be expected. We therefore use the
I2(B) potential in the Morse form16

V~B!5DB@12exp~2bB~r 2r B!!#2,

with DB54500 cm21, bB51.77 Å21,

and r B53.016 Å ~2!

as reference and assume a harmonic well along I* –I* for the
solvent bound upper state~Fig. 5!. With the anticipation of
rather shallow binding~which is confirmed since the fre

FIG. 5. Schematic diagram of potential energy curves used for spe
simulations of I* I* in liquid solutions~solid lines!. Dashed lines show the
gas phase potentials@Eqs.~2! and ~4!#.
o. 20, 22 November 1997
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TABLE II. Infrared fluorescence peaks and spectral fit parameters for I* I* in liquid solutions and rare gas
matrices.

Solvent

ir fluorescence peaks, cm21

r nn , Å

Spectral fit parameters

0g
1→B 0u

2→0g
2 1u→1g r e , Å ve , cm21 DTe ,a cm21

CS2 7695 7050 ;6800 4.64 4.75 49 11,760
CF2Cl–CFCl2 7750 7400 5.82 4.9 53 11,855

CCl4 7775 7325 7050 5.44 4.85 50 11,855
CHCl3 7880 7310 ;7050 5.11 4.75 50 11,905
CH2Cl2 7930 7270 ;7040 4.74 4.70 50 11,925
Acetone 7920 7340 6950 4.97 4.65 49 11,930
CH3CN 8070 7460 ;6800 4.50 4.6 53 12,005

Ar 8970 7490 3.75 4.02 75 11,970
Kr 8750 7530 4.00 4.26 58 11,900
Xe 8130 7220 4.33 4.12 62 11,150

aEnergy difference between the bottom of theB state and the excited I* I* state minimum~the gas value
12 060 cm21!.
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quency of the upper well obtained from the spectral fits
small compared tokBT—see Table II!, we assume a therma
population for the upper state

P~r ;T!5N expF2
k~r 2r e!

2

2kBT G ~3!

and a difference potential given asDV5DTe82V9(r ). DTe8
is the difference between electronic origins of the exci
state andB state. The simulated spectra of the high ene
band reproduce the experiments well, see Fig. 1, fixing th
parameters: the upper state equilibrium interatomic dista
r e , and harmonic force constant,k, which together define
the band shape; and the electronic origin,DTe8 ~Fig. 5!,
which determines the transition energy. These parameter
collected in Table II, in which for convenience we report t
harmonic frequency extracted fromk using the reduced mas
of I2.

With the upper state probability distribution,P(r ;T),
fixed from above, the liquid phase I* I* (0u

2)→I* I(0g
2) tran-

sitions are simulated assuming an exponentially repuls
terminal state. Using the electronic origin of the upper st
as a variable, the single parametrization for the terminal s

V~0g
2!51.553106 exp~21.75r ! ~cm21,Å units! ~4!

yields a satisfactory reproduction of all liquid phase spec
as shown by the examples in Fig. 1. This provides a con
tency check for the treatment, and establishes the separ
between the I* I*0u

2 and 0g
1 states to be within

100– 150 cm21, in agreement with the expectation that
room temperature these states are in rapid thermal equ
rium. The intensities of the simulated bands are separa
normalized to match the experiment. It is however obvio
that the transition dipole moments of the two bands
nearly identical. A schematic of the liquid phase potentials
shown in Fig. 5.

The transition energies, line widths, and the separa
between the main fluorescence peaks, I* I* (0g

1)→I* I(B) and
I* I* (0u

2)→I* I(0g
2), are most sensitive to the contact di

tance,r e , between the two spin excited atoms. It is satisfyi
to see in Table II that indeed there is a direct correlat
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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betweenr e and the average intermolecular distance betw
solvent molecules~r nn51.12r21/3, wherer is the number
density of the neat solvent!. In the densest liquids, CS2 and
CH3CN, r e is somewhat larger thanr nn . Although smaller
thanr nn , the largest values ofr e54.85 Å occur in the least
dense liquids, CCl4 and CF2Cl–CFCl2. This correlation is a
most direct confirmation of the picture of the upper state a
solvent bound contact pair. The upper state harmonic
quencies provide an additional confirmation. The liqu
phase frequencies, about 50 cm21, fall well within the trans-
lational spectra. In short, the I* –I* interactions are no stron
ger than the intermolecular attractive forces between solv
molecules, and therefore the observed upper state is a
fusion controlled contact pair.

In rigid cryogenic matrices, contrary to liquids, pertu
bations of the I2 molecular potentials by the cage of su
rounding rare gas atoms are expected to be significant.
therefore start with the potentials calculated by Batista a
Coker17 using diatomics-in-molecules~DIM ! Hamiltonian
for I2 in the doubly substituted site of undistorted fcc rare g
lattice, which are presented in Fig. 6. Since in the cryoge
matriceshn.kBT, we use the scaled temperature

T85
\v

2kB
F tanhS \v

2kBTD G21

~5!

for the calculation ofP(r ;T). Note, due to the cryogenic
temperature, transitions sample a much smaller range o
ternuclear distances~shaded region in Fig. 6! than in room
temperature liquids~shaded region in Fig. 5!.

The main qualitative features of the spectrum: the bro
high energy I* I* (0g

1)→I* I(B) band and narrow lower fre
quency I* I* (0u

2)→I* I(0g
2) transition, are reproduced we

for all matrices using unmodified Batista–Coker potentia
The solid state I* I* (0u

2)→I* I(0g
2) emissions are much nar

rower than in the liquids, reflecting the fact that the ca
induced potentials for both upper and lower states are ne
aligned vertically, and have similar curvatures, as is evid
from Fig. 6.

For Ar matrix, the DIM potentials provide a good qua
titative reproduction of the experimental spectrum, only
o. 20, 22 November 1997
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8442 Benderskii, Zadoyan, and Apkarian: Caged atom pairs in liquids
quiring a vetical shift of the electronic origin by 500 cm21 to
the red for both bands. The calculated spectrum is show
Fig. 4~A!. For Kr and Xe matrices, however, Batista–Cok
potentials do not provide quantitative reproduction of expe
mental spectra, giving a 0g

1→B band that is too narrow~es-
pecially in the case of Xe, 220 cm21 calculated FWHM vs
450 cm21 experimental!. The predicted separation betwee
the two main peaks are only 630 and 450 cm21, respectively,
as compared with the experimental values 1200
750 cm21 for Kr and Xe. This suggests that the actual inte
nuclear separations in the excited state are smaller than t
predicted by the DIM calculation~4.31 Å in Kr double site
and 4.5 Å in Xe!, i.e., requires smaller cage.

FIG. 6. Cage potentials for I2 in Xe matrix used for spectral simulations
Dashed lines: unmodified DIM potentials for I2 molecule in doubly substi-
tuted site of perfect fcc Xe lattice by Batista and Coker~Ref. 17!. Solid
lines: potentials~6! and~7! ~parameters in Table III! which produce spectra
fit shown in Fig. 4.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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To simulate the spectra, we approximated the DIM p
tentials separating them into contributions from the I–I a
I–RG interactions, which allows to model a smaller cage
horizontally shifting the I–RG part of the potential. The p
rametrization of potentials in presented in Table III. TheB
state potential is represented in the form

V5DB@12exp~2bB~r 2r B!!#2

1Dc@12exp~2bc~r c2r !!#2, ~6!

where I–I interaction is given by a Morse function with p
rameters only slightly modified with respect to those used
simulation in liquids@Eq. ~2!#, and I–RG part of the potentia
is modeled by a reflected Morse function. Repulsive I
states @upper states I* I* (0g

1 and 0u
2) and terminal state

I* I(0g
2)# were represented by

V5A exp~2gr !1Dc@12exp~2bc~r c2r !!#2 ~7!

with a single exponential function for repulsive I* –I or
I* –I* interaction. For each matrix, all parameters were fi
optimized to fit the Batista–Coker potentials. As can be s
in Table III, slightly different sets of parameters in the I–R
part of the potential~Table III! were used for the states of I* I
and I* I* manifolds, reflecting different interactions of the
and I* with the host. For the one-dimensional cage potent
in the form~6!–~7!, change of the parameterr c by the same
amount for the upper and lower states~i.e., horizontally
shifting the I–RG part! is equivalent to changing the size o
the cage.18 This results in a shift of the upper potential min
mum r e and change of the simulated spectral band sha
because of the change in the difference potential. Experim
tal spectra were therefore fitted by adjusting the param
r c , which determines the position of the cage wall, simul
neously for the upper and lower state. Spectral fits obtai
in this way are shown in Fig. 4, and the upper state para
eters, determined from thus obtained potentials~6! and ~7!,
are collected in Table II. For Kr, only a slight change ofr e
Coker
TABLE III. Parametrization of the caged potentials for I2 in rare gas matrices. ForB state V5DB@1
2exp(2bB(r2rB))#21Dc@12exp(2bc(rc2r))#2; for repulsive statesV5A exp(2gr)1Dc@12exp(2bc(rc2r))#2.

Manifold Potential Parameter Ar Kr Xe

I* I Cage Dc , cm21 1000 2600 4700
bc , Å21 0.755 0.56 0.46

r c , Å 3.33 ~3.33!a 3.95 ~4.10!a 3.95 ~4.50!a

B DB , cm21 4500 4500 4500
bB , Å21 1.67 1.67 1.67

r B , Å 3.05 3.05 3.05
0g

2 A, cm21 13107 13107 13107

g, Å21 2.40 2.47 2.47
I* I* Cage Dc , cm21 1100 2800 4800

bc , Å21 0.76 0.585 0.49
r c , Å 3.33 ~3.33!a 3.9 ~4.05!a 3.87 ~4.42!a

0g
1 A, cm21 2.23106 2.23106 2.23106

g, Å21 1.96 1.96 1.96
0u

2 A, cm21 63106 63106 63106

g, Å21 2.12 2.12 2.13

aValues obtained by fitting the experimental spectra. In parenthesis—value for the unmodified Batista–
potential.
o. 20, 22 November 1997
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8443Benderskii, Zadoyan, and Apkarian: Caged atom pairs in liquids
~from 4.31 to 4.26 Å! is required to obtain good agreemen
In Xe, r e must be changed from 4.5 to 4.12 Å in order
reproduce the width of the 0g

1→B band. The I* I* caged
potentials in Xe, which give spectral fits presented in F
4~C!, are compared in Fig. 6 with the unmodified DIM p
tentials of Batista and Coker. We note, however, that
potentials listed in Table III are to be trusted only around
region of the internuclear I–I separations sampled by
studied transitions,r e60.1 Å ~see Table II forr e values!.
Furthermore, separation of the caged potentials into the
and I–RG contributions was devised only as a way to ob
equilibrium I* –I* distance in the upper state implied by th
spectra; the I–I and I–RG parts therefore do not have
physical meaning if used separately.

B. Photogeneration

Prior to discussing the decay mechanisms, the photo
neration pathways deserve some comment. There are a
ety of resonant two-photon entrance channels to the I* I*
potentials when using visiblens lasers. Coherent excitatio
with B(3P0u) and B9(1P1) states acting as real intermed
ates can lead to the dense manifold of dissociative states
correlate either directly with the I*1I* limit, or with the I* I
limit. The latter states invariably cross the I* –I* potentials.
Alternatively, the sequential two photon path,X→B→E ex-
ists, which involves vertical excitation to the repulsive w
of the B state, a short time evolution onB to reach the right
turning point of the potential, and subsequent resonant e
tation to theE(0g) ion-pair state. Finally, excitation toB,
predissociation via one of the many curve crossings,
subsequent excitation to either the I* I* potentials or the
manifold of ion-pair states is possible. As already mention
the ion-pair states of I2 do not fluoresce in the liquid phase
and solvent induced predissociation into the I* I* manifold
constitutes one of the major channels of quenching. T
occurs because of the differential solvation of ionic vers
neutral states in dielectric media. A crude estimate of
electronic solvation energy,ES , of the ion-pair states can b
made via the Onsager cavity model19

Es5
8m2

d3 S e21

2e11D'
e2

r e
S e21

2e11D ~8!

in which e5n2 is the dielectric constant of the solvent;m
'ere , is the dipole of the ion-pair state with a bondleng
r e;3.6 Å; and we have assumed the cavity diameter,d, to
be given as 2r e . On this basis, it can be estimated that in t
most polarizable solvent, in CS2, the ion-pair states will be
lowered by ;1 eV, generating crossings with th
I* I* (1u,0u) potentials. In the next most polarizable solve
in CCl4, the estimated electronic solvation,ES;0.85 eV,
brings the ion-pair states close enough to the I* I* potentials,
to expect solvent mediated coupling between them. In
less polarizable solvents, a direct curve crossing betw
ionic and neutral manifolds is not expected. These consi
ations seem to explain, in part, the observation that th
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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emissions in CS2 is a factor of 50 stronger than in CCl4, and
that emission in the latter is stronger than all others~see
Table I!.

C. Kinetics of the upper state

The remarkably different decay kinetics of the I* I* in-
frared fluorescence in solid matrices and liquid solutio
~Fig. 2! can now be understood. In matrices, the poten
barrier for the cage escape of I* atoms is many eV, ensuring
the complete caging of photogenerated atoms. Cross
with the repulsive states of the I*1I and I1I manifolds oc-
cur in the region 2.5–3.5 Å~see Fig. 1!, far from the emitting
minimum near 4–4.5 Å. Accordingly, there are no nonra
ative decay channels for the decay of the excited state po
lation. The observed exponential decay in matrices mus
ascribed to radiation. The fluorescence lifetimes in Ar, K
and Xe matrices ~3.960.3ms, 3.160.2ms, and 2.8
60.3ms, respectively!, corrected for the refractive index o
the medium20 ~Table II!, all yield the same value of 7.0
60.5ms for the hypothetic gas phase radiative lifetime, re
resenting dipole coupling of the I* I* and I* I surfaces at
;4.5 Å separation.

In contrast, in the room temperature liquids, given t
fact that I* –I* interactions are no stronger than I* –solvent
interactions, it can be surmised that I* atoms will escape the
cage via a diffusional barrier, comparable to that experien
by solvent molecules during self-diffusion. Assuming a typ
cal liquid phase diffusion coefficient of 1025 cm2/s, a barrier
height ofEb51500 cm21 can be estimated, implying a life
time on the order of 1029 s for an I* –I* contact pair. The
cage escape probability upon photogeneration is determ
by the initial excess kinetic energy,Ekin52000– 5000
cm21, which is larger than the estimated barrier height. A
cordingly, a distribution of spatially separated I* ---I* pairs,
r(R,0), in fast kinetic equilibrium with the I* I* contact
pairs,r(R0,0), is to be expected. The thermalization leng
for an I* atom can be obtained from the number of collisio
with the solvent molecules necessary to damp its initial
netic energy. In a solution such as CCl4, because of the simi-
larity in masses, the collisional energy exchange is hig
efficient ~;50% per collision!, and thermalization withinn
5(ln 2)21 ln@Ekin2Eb)/kBT];3 – 5 collisions may be ex-
pected. Assuming random walk thermalization (l;R0

1a0n1/2), the characteristic length of the initial distributio
can be determined as 1;10– 15 Å. The diffusion of I* at-
oms in solution governs time evolution of their pair distrib
tion function r(R,t) which, in turn, determines the popula
tion of the emitting stater(R0 ,t). Because the averag
initial separation in I* --I* pairs is smaller than the distanc
between the precursor I2 molecules in solution~on the order
of 1 mm!, there are two distinct contributions to the kinetic
Encounters between geminate pairs dominate at short tim
and homogeneous second-order encounter kinetics of
tially randomized I* atoms determines the long-time beha
ior. This explains the experimentally observed fluoresce
decay profiles in liquids. The decay time scale for the ge
nate encounter can be estimated from the diffusion equa
o. 20, 22 November 1997
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8444 Benderskii, Zadoyan, and Apkarian: Caged atom pairs in liquids
asa l 2/D, with the coefficienta;0.35 for the 3-dimensiona
case. This givestgem;0.5– 1 ns, so that the observed ‘‘fast
component of the signal is given by the response function
the detector. The ‘‘slow’’ component of the signal can
well fit with second order kineticsC(0)/C(t)511kDt, as
illustrated in the inset in Fig. 3. The diffusion-limited ra
constantkD54pDR0C(0) can be rationalized forC(0)
;1017 cm23, which implies that only about 1% of the iodin
concentration in the sample contributes to the ‘‘slow’’ com
ponent. Extrapolation of the ‘‘slow’’ component tot50 ac-
counts for less than 1/5 of the ‘‘fast’’ signal.

D. Dipolar quenching

Figure 2 and Table I demonstrate that the I* I* fluores-
cence is quenched when ir absorption bands of the sol
overlap the emission spectrum. The role of spectral ove
in determining fluorescence yields is best isolated by
comparisons in the isotopically substituted solvent pairs
the solvent pairs considered, CHCl3 /CDCl3, CH2Cl2 /
CD2Cl2, acetone/acetone-d6 , CH3CN/CD3CN, the fluores-
cence yield in the hydrogenated solvent is more than an
der of magnitude weaker than in the deuterated version.
spectra in Fig. 3 illustrate that deuteration shifts the solv
absorption bands out of overlap with the solute emissi
Quenching due to resonant energy transfer from the sp
orbit excited iodine to vibrational overtones of the solve
molecules is the obvious explanation. The rate of suc
process is given by the Fo¨rster expression for dipole–dipol
energy transfer between a donor and an acceptor21

KET5
1.68531024

lNn4

k2

R6

1

t rad
E AA~n! f E~n!

dn

n4 . ~9!

Here t rad is the radiative lifetime of the donor,f E(n) its
emission spectrum normalized to unity,AA(n) the decadic
absorbance of the acceptor molecules of number den
N(cm23) measured through pathlengthl ~l 50.1 cm for spec-
tra shown in Fig. 3!, n frequency in cm21, R the distance
between the donor and acceptor,n refractive index of the
medium. The orientation factork2 is equal to 2/3 for random
directional distribution of the transition dipoles. The fluore
cence efficiency is (11KETt rad)

21. In our case, any of the
solvent molecules can serve as an acceptor, and the
quenching rate is obtained by summation over all surrou
ing solvent molecules, hence

KETt rad5(
i

KET~Ri !t rad

5
1.12331024

ln4 I E 4pR24g~R!dR, ~10!

whereg(R) is the radial distribution function of solvent mo
ecules around I* I* emitter andI denotes the spectral overla
integral in Eq.~9!.

The spectral overlap integrals in Eq.~9! for different
solvents were calculated numerically from the experimen
absorption and emission spectra and are presented in Ta
For H-containing solvents, emission spectra recorded in t
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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deuterated counterparts were used because of the b
signal-to-noise ratio~the spectra in H/D pairs of solvents a
identical!. For non-H-containing solvents~CCl4, CS2, and
freon! the listed values are only upper estimates because
detectable solvent absorption was recorded in the spe
range of the emission. The 1/R6 integral of Eq.~10! was
estimated using analytical approximation of the radial dis
bution function for Lennard-Jones spheres, withs parameter
scaling according to the number density of the correspond
solvent:s}N21/3. The calculated values of the fluorescen
efficiency (11KETt rad)

21 are listed in Table I. Good agree
ment with the experimental fluorescence intensities
achieved for the series of similar solvents CCl4, CHCl3,
CDCl3, CH2Cl2, CD2Cl2. There is also good correlation i
pairs acetone/acetone-d6 and CH3CN/CD3CN. We can be
confident that the dipole–dipole excitation transfer is resp
sible for the quenching of fluorescence.

The relative fluorescence intensity is higher for aceto
by a factor of 2.6~slower ET! and lower for acetonitrile by a
factor of 2.5~faster ET! than the values for CHnCl42n group.
It is, of course, hard to compare different solvents beca
the excitation efficiency may vary depending on the posit
of the solvated ion-pair states, as discussed above. There
however, several factors neglected in our crude model
also can explain the aforementioned discrepancies and
worth discussing. Because of the sharp 1/R6 dependence of
the transfer rate, it is very sensitive to the local structure
the solvent around the sensitizer. Molecules of the first
ordination shell~first peak of the radial distribution function!
contribute more than 95% to the integral in Eq.~10!; there-
fore even a small error in estimating the position and hei
of the first peak ofg(R) would change the ET rate signifi
cantly. Orientation of the solvent molecules surrounding
I2 emitter can also affect the excitation transfer. First,
factor k2 in Eq. ~9! may be different from 2/3 if dipoles are
not randomly oriented. Second, the excitation transfer d
tance R really is the distance between transition dipole
which, in case of 2n~C–H stretch!1d~bend! overtone vibra-
tion of solvent molecules, is likely to be centered on t
C–H bond. Thus orientation of the C–H groups of the s
vent molecules towards or away from the I2 solute may alter
R by as much as61.5 Å, which may result in the change i
the ET rate by a factor of@(511.5)/(521.5)#6'40. For
example, the observed fluorescence intensities in acetone
acetonitrile can be brought into agreement with those
CHnCl42n group~even assuming equal excitation efficienc!
if one accepts the excitation transfer distance of 4 Å in ac-
etonitrile and 7.5 Å in acetone, compared with the values
4.5 and 5 Å from the number densities of these solvents

The dipole–dipole mechanism is usually invoked for e
citation transfer between chromophore molecules with str
transitions. In this case, large transition dipole mome
make possible the excitation transfer over distances as
as R0;50– 100 Å ~Förster radius!. Thus energy transfe
rates can be used for measuring distances between c
mophores for geometrical characterization of biologic
molecules,22 polymers,23 films24 and membranes,25 etc. In
our system, on the contrary, both donor and acceptor tra
o. 20, 22 November 1997
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8445Benderskii, Zadoyan, and Apkarian: Caged atom pairs in liquids
tions are very weak~radiative lifetimes;3 ms and;1 s;
respectively, compared to a typical value of 1 ns for a stro
chromophore!. However, efficient excitation transfer is po
sible because of the short distances between acceptor
sensitizer~about 6 orders of magnitude gain in 1/R6 com-
pared to a typical value of the Fo¨rster radius! and the number
of acceptors~;10 in the first coordination shell!. About 2
orders of magnitude are gained in the spectral overlap i
gral @Eq. ~9!# because of the lower transition frequency~ir vs
vis!, which brings the ET rate to about 106 s21, compared to
109 s21 for the typical case of strong chromophores. T
iodine ir fluorescence quenching in liquid solvents thus r
resents a special case of the Fo¨rster energy transfer mecha
nism, which may prove important in other systems.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the condensed phase spectros
and photodynamics of the doubly spin excited states of
dine. Although these states are strictly repulsive in the f
molecule, in the solid state they are permanently bound
the cage potential and relax through radiation, while in
liquid phase they form transient contact pairs. The latter
be observed through the dipole allowed transitions that
I* I* to I* I, a process absent in the separated atoms.

The solid state spectra allow the interrogation of ca
potentials, and therefore the many-body I–Rg interactio
which, except for the I2(B) state, are comparable to the io
dine intramolecular interactions for the studied states. Gi
the open shell nature of the atoms involved, the descrip
of these interactions is nontrivial. We have shown that
DIM approach for constructing these surfaces is quite use
quantitatively correct in the case of Ar and at least qual
tively correct in the case of Kr and Xe. For this compariso
we have used the DIM potentials calculated by Batista
Coker for I2 isolated in the doubly substituted site of th
perfect lattice.17 A more rigorous test of the potential con
struct would require the consideration of lattice relaxat
around the emitting state, which we have not carried ou
the present.

As strictly transient pairs, the photodynamics of sp
excited atom pairs in the liquid phase is quite fascinati
Given the fact that once formed these pairs cannot rec
bine, they provide an opportunity for investigating cagi
dynamics without the interferences that arise in the cas
ground state atoms which are connected asymptotically b
multiplicity of bound and unbound surfaces. In the pres
we have observed emission from both geminate and n
geminate contact pairs, the contact distance of which is c
trolled by the density of the solvent. Further, we have de
onstrated that besides radiation, the contact pair unde
nonradiative decay through Fo¨rster transfer to the solven
The CH vibrational overtones play the role of acceptors. U
like the usual long-range nature of this process, due to
weak transition dipoles of both donor and acceptor, the tra
fer occurs between I* I* and first solvation shell.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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Finally, the near ir emission from I* I* is a valuable tool
for time resolved pump-probe investigations of dynamics
the lower manifold of the molecule. Such investigations ha
been implemented, both in liquids and solids, and will
reported in subsequent papers.
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